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RS CLARE IS A LEADING MANUFACTURER AND
INNOVATOR OF SPECIALIST LUBRICANTS AND
SURFACE COATINGS, SUPPLYING INTO A RANGE
OF INDUSTRIES WORLDWIDE.
RS Clare & Co Ltd was founded in Liverpool
in 1748 by Richard S Clare at the start of
the Industrial Revolution. We are the longest
established company manufacturing lubricants
in the UK. Our origins lay in the distillation
of turpentine, and ‘paint, oil and colour’
became our business. During the 19th
and 20th Centuries we distilled tar, invented
road markings, pioneered the application of
cationic slurry seal and began manufacturing
lubricating greases for major oil companies.

Today RS Clare operates in multiple industries
and is a truly global enterprise. Our Industrial
Lubricants Division has built on our long
experience in grease making by carving out
niche markets for speciality products in Oil
& Gas, Rail, Steel, Marine and Automotive
Industries throughout the world. We also
operate a Surface Coatings Division, making
and applying anti-skid surfaces and road
markings. We continue to manufacture lubricants
under customers’ own brands as part of our
Industrial Division.

The ‘Pursuit of Excellence’ is as important today as when my
chemist grandfather used it in our sales literature back in the
early 1900s.
Ian Meadows, Chairman 2016

INNOVATION SINCE

SEVENTEEN
FORTY EIGHT
YEARS OF INNOVATION AND AGILITY, UNDERSTANDING
OUR CUSTOMERS AND THE CHALLENGES THEY FACE

RS Clare are no longer just the manufacturer of
products, we’re the innovators too. We work with
our customers to understand their business, we
listen to their problems, become experts in the
field and then we work to develop a solution.
We have an extensive Research & Development
team who focus on specific industries where our
insight and expertise in tribology can really make
a difference. Our customers include some of the
largest blue chip companies globally, and we
operate as an extension to their supply chains.
To help drive the business forward, RS Clare
has recently made a significant investment in a
purpose built factory and office suite integrated
into our existing head office in Liverpool. The new
facilities not only enable our continued growth

and expansion for years to come, they are a
symbol of our commitment to the environment.
With 78 Solar PV panels, ground source heating
and a rainwater harvesting system, our new
facilities are in line with our strategic approach to
environmentally sustainable lubrication practices.
After nearly 270 years in business we are thriving,
and we are doing so because our customers
demand the very best from us, and because
we continue to anticipate change. Our longevity
is based upon our ability to be innovative and
dynamic, and we constantly pursue new ways
to improve the services and products that we
offer. We are very proud of our history, but at the
same time we recognise that it’s the future that
really matters.

www.rsclare.com
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OUR MISSION IS TO DEVELOP INNOVATIVE, PROBLEM
SOLVING PRODUCTS THAT OFFER LONG-TERM COST
SAVINGS FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
OIL & GAS

RAIL

RS Clare are manufacturers of advanced
lubricants and sealants for Oil & Gas valves
across the world. We are recognised as world
leaders in the valve lubrication industry and are
suppliers of choice to major Oil & Gas companies.
Our lubricants play a crucial role in maintaining
valve integrity, increasing reliability and reducing
maintenance costs.

Our advanced formula greases are first choice
for rail operators in the UK and for international
customers who want to extend track life, reduce
downtime and protect the environment. RS Clare
is constantly innovating to develop new products
to suit the ever-increasing challenges faced by
the rail industry in the 21st century.

Our premium valve lubricants are completely
resistant to hydrocarbons so that even in the
most aggressive environments, valves are
protected and integrity is maintained. This allows
operators to increase re-greasing intervals and
reduce the number of valve repairs, resulting
in much lower operational costs and fewer
production shut-downs. In RS Clare’s Valve
Lubricant 601, we have the only single valve
lubricant that is approved by 6 major global
valve manufacturers.

Our EcoCurve Range employs a unique
technology that gives market-leading stability
across a wide range of temperatures. This
means that for the first time rail engineers can
use one grease grade across all seasons. These
advanced products extend the life of curved
rails, and through the use of renewable and
biodegradable raw materials, help to significantly
reduce the carbon footprint of rail maintenance
operations around the world. The range is
recognized through the prestigious European
Ecolabel certification scheme.

OUR FOCUS IS ON
PRODUCTS THAT CREATE

LIFETIME
VALUE
ENHANCED PERFORMANCE IS VITAL AND
ULTIMATELY SAVES OUR CUSTOMERS MONEY

MARINE
RS Clare offers a world class range of innovative
greases to protect vessel equipment in extreme
conditions. Our marine lubricants are resistant to
salt water, humidity, variations in temperature and
high shock loads. The BioMarine range is VGP
(Vessel General Permit) compliant and carries
the European Ecolabel, meaning there is minimal
impact on the sensitive marine environment,
but without compromising on performance.
In our Bimagrip product, we have the world
leading safe surfacing solution for the ramps
of PCTCs (PureCar/Truck Carriers) and RoRo
(Roll-On/Roll-Off) vessels. Bimagrip provides
the safest, most efficient solution for loading
and discharging vehicles, even in wet conditions.

HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
Our thermoplastic road markings and anti-skid
Bimagrip surfacing combine to create a safer more
stable environment for drivers around the world.
RS Clare developed the first true thermoplastic

road marking material back in the 1930s and
we continue to manufacture a full range of
products to this day. Bimagrip has been applied
to bridges worldwide, increasing safety for
pedestrians, cyclists and drivers for nearly two
decades. At the forefront of road safety, our
objective is to supply quality products that reduce
the number of accidents on our roads.

INDUSTRIAL
Researched, developed and refined for a wide
range of customised industrial applications,
RS Clare lubricants are engineered to maximise
asset lifetime and minimise maintenance. We
offer lubricants in a wide range of industries
such as Automotive and Steel and also work
closely with our clients to develop bespoke private
label greases for their range.
For further information or to enquire
about any of our product ranges, please
visit our website: www.rsclare.com

www.rsclare.com
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PEOPLE
PARTNERSHIP
PROGRESS
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OUR PEOPLE ARE AT THE HEART OF OUR BUSINESS,
OUR CUSTOMERS ARE OUR PARTNERS AND
TOGETHER, WE AIM TO MAKE MUTUAL PROGRESS.
The pursuit of excellence in all that we do is
what motivates our team, and we have won
award after award in recent years for innovation,
sustainability and international trade. Sound
finance, world class R&D, commitment to our
customers and highly skilled people are all
co-ordinated in pursuit of our goals. If there’s
one quality to which we owe our success it
has to be our commitment to innovation and
excellence in everything we manufacture
and everything we do.

At RS Clare we strive to create an environment
and culture that inspires and empowers staff
to do the best for our customers. We believe
that happy staff means happy customers,
and good service is good business.

Expertise, focus, commitment, our power is in our people.

Innovation since 1748

t. +44 (0)151 709 2902
w. www.rsclare.com
e. info@rsclare.co.uk
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